SKI SCHOOL
SYSTEMS
“Organising starts and stops, changing pace and rhythm, and
giving in-the moment advice to every student are all easily
manageable with the help of Vox Cleartone devices.”
Agoston Dosek - Ski instructor

SKI SCHOOL
SYSTEMS

CLEARTONE AUDIO DEVICES FOR
SKI & SNOWBOARD SCHOOLS
STUDENTS ENJOY REAL-TIME TUITION THROUGHOUT THEIR LESSONS

www.voxgroupglobal.com

MAKE TUITION MORE EFFECTIVE. ADD VALUE TO YOUR LESSONS.
BEAT YOUR COMPETITION.

STUDENTS WILL NEVER MISS A WORD
Vox Cleartone radio receivers and transmitters make life easier for ski
and snowboard instructors and guides. These lightweight devices are
incredibly simple to use and keep the teacher in constant communication
with their class. Receivers slip snuggly under students’ ski jackets, with
a single earbud resting comfortably in their ear under their helmet. On
the mountain, it is literally switch on and enjoy clear audio guidance as
instructors comment on individual and group technique and style.

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE GUARANTEED!
Group ski or snowboard lessons

99

99
Channels

Long battery
life

HOW IT WORKS
The instructor or guide has a transmitter attached
to a lanyard with a small microphone clipped to their
jacket collar. The student wears a radio receiver
that comfortably fits under their ski jacket with an
earpiece under their helmet. The instructor speaks
in a normal voice, giving instructions in real-time,
while their students hear every word clearly. A simple
solution that brings great results and improves safety.

Longest
Range

STUDENT BENEFITS

Private tuition
Snowshoe treks or ski safaris
Reliable
Pairing

Cross-country skiing

Cleartone
Transmitter

Cleartone
Receiver

8 GOOD REASONS TO USE VOX

Real-time
Tuition

BUSINESS BENEFITS

Clearly hear your teacher’s
instructions throughout the entirety
of your lesson.

Charge extra for premium service.

Receive live feedback from the
instructor exactly when you need it.

effectively and efficiently with

Immediately adapt to advice.

Create a unique product differential.
Your instructors will communicate
students throughout their lessons.
Great results from lessons leads to

Rapidly improve your technique.

improved customer satisfaction.

Boost your confidence.

Ensure group safety in all weather

Stay connected to your group.

conditions.

Receive advice even on the ski-lift!

An all-round better skiing experience!

High quality, lightweight radio devices.
Crystal clear audio and unbeatable range.
Ideal for groups, or one-on-one tuition.
No up-front cost, pay only on usage.
Rental service ensures replacement devices every season.
Unlimited devices stocked locally at your school.
Devices delivered to you at the start of each season.
On demand customer and technical support.

Our average lesson consisted of 75% discussion on the slope, and 25% skiing.
The use of Vox audio systems lifted the skiing percentage to 60%.

IMPROVE CUSTOMER SATISFACTION & BOOST YOUR RATINGS
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